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The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our 
community in this quarter:

A. Benefits of Exercise-A series of features sharing information on the 
benefits of exercise to one’s physical health. 

B. Practical Financial Tips-A series of features offering practical tips for 
wise and efficient money management. 

C. Cyberbullying-How to Protect Children-A short feature discussing 
parental options for protecting their children from online bullying.

D. COVID Impact on Youth-A series of features revealing the impact of the 
Coronavirus on behavior among some of today’s youth.

E. How Character Qualities Factor into Money Decisions-A series of 
features discussing the impact of patience, self-control, generosity, and 
honesty on our financial decisions.

F. Poverty-Interviews with various locally-based ministries discussing 
efforts underway to reach out to the homeless and hungry.

 



    
 

Section II Responsive Programming

A. Exercise Benefits:

Family Health Checkup-Daily 1-minute feature (Monday through Friday at 
12:02 p.m.)

A series of features sharing information on the benefits of exercise to one’s 
physical health.  

When Is the Best Time To Exercise-Feature cites American Heart 
Association statistic that we need 150 minutes of moderately intensive 
exercise per week. The best time to exercise is when it fits into our schedule 
on a regular basis and we have the most energy or motivation.
 (Feature aired October 12)

Healthy Morning Routine- Exercise is listed as part of a healthy morning 
routine along with breakfast and connecting with family members. 10 
minutes of intentional movement like walking, moving, or stretching, makes 
a difference. (Feature aired November 06)

Workout From Home Due To COVID-Feature identified cost-effective ways 
to stay fit from home during COVID-19 Pandemic. Push-ups work arms and 
shoulders. Crunches strengthen core muscles. Squats are good for 
strengthening legs and is a good cardio-workout. Walking in place. We will 
feel more energy and see good results from the workouts. (Feature aired 
December 09)

Deposits In Bone Bank- Feature discussed how we tend to lose more bone 
mass than we gain after age 30. Bones provide structure for the body. 
Exercise, in the form of strength training, walking, and jogging can help 
maintain healthy bones. More bone mass now decreases chances of 



osteoporosis later. (Feature aired December 10)

Workout For Your Brain- Physical exercise is identified as one of the best 
ways to boost brain health and cognitive memory. If you get outside, higher 
levels of Vitamin D allow the brain to work better and may protect it from 
degeneration. (Feature aired December 15)

Exercise Routine (Staying Active In Winter)-  Exercise in the winter burns 
extra calories that are consumed over the holidays. It is important to properly 
prepare with warmer clothing due to cold temperatures and reflective 
clothing due to the shorter daylight hours. Also, do warm-ups inside before 
venturing outside. Gyms offer exercise equipment. (Feature aired December 
18) 

B. Practical Wisdom for Money Management:

MoneyWiseMinute-1-minute daily program (Monday – Friday at 6:20 p.m.) 
Rob West discusses small things we can do for managing our resources 
wisely and more efficiently.

Spend Less-Use Cash-Feature cited statistics that suggest shoppers pay 12 to 
18 percent more when paying with credit cards rather than cash. Plastic 
makes it easier to lose track of spending. (Feature aired October 06)

Advice for Newlyweds-Develop financial goals and spending plan together. 
Start building emergency fund equal to 3 to 6 months living expenses. Start 
investing in retirement account. (Feature aired October 28)

Direct Deposit Into Savings-Instead of moving Direct Deposit into the 
Checking Account, move it into Savings instead. Then set up automatic 
transfer of budgeted living expenses over to checking account. (Featured 
aired November 16)

Having Fun Without Busting the Budget-Free Fun can be found at the 



Library. Story times, Puppet Shows, Science Activities. (Feature aired 
November 18)

Black Friday Blues-Before going to mall, make a list of what you need to 
buy for Christmas, and set spending limit that fits well with budget. Avoid 
herd mentality of Black Friday shopping. (Feature aired November 27)

Online Grocery Shopping-Advantages and disadvantages-
Advantages-Gives option of browsing or shopping 24/7. Also, gives option 
of home delivery or just pulling into store parking space to have groceries 
brought out.

Disadvantages-Some have the tendency to overspend with this option. 
Don’t shop on an empty stomach. Higher delivery charges are possible 
during peak periods. (Feature aired December 23)

C. Cyberbullying:

Law For Life-5 minute weekly program (Saturday at 3:20 p.m.) Attorney 
Shawn McLaughlin addressed cyberbullying and how parents can protect 
their children.

The feature highlights that social networking has magnified the effects of 
online bullying, particularly for teens. Cyberbullying is a real danger with 
extreme consequences for the bullies, bullied, and parents.

Feature proposes these tips for protecting children from cyberbullying.

1) Identify the problems-Talk to kids about online activities. Look for 
signs of trouble such as unwillingness to discuss online activities, 
nervousness, difficulty sleeping, weight change, and withdrawal from 
school or social activities. 

2) Understand the methods of cyberbullies. They include:
a. Harassment-Repeated threats, or sending offensive material, 

cyberstalking.
b. Flaming-The act of taunting the victim publicly to try to get them 



to respond. Attempt to shame the victim if they don’t respond or 
mock them more if they do respond.

c. Exclusion-Freezing someone from a social group.
d. Impersonation-Bullies use false or misleading identities to post 

harmful information on message boards on social networks.
e. Outing-Bully publishes personal or private details about victim 

publicly.
3) Teach Children to Ignore the Bully. Teach them that responding in any 

way will typically open the flood gates for additional bullying.
4) Save The Evidence-Helps in reporting the issue to necessary parties.
5) Report the Bullying-Go to proper source, whether parent or school 

official.
6) Report Illegal Behavior to Police.

(Feature aired on December 12)

D. COVID-19 Impact on Youth:

Youth Culture Today-Daily 1-minute feature (Monday-Friday at 12:20 p.m.)

This series examined the impact of COVID-19 on the trending behaviors 
among youth. 

October 05-COVID Masks and Underage Drinking-In a Coronavirus world, 
a trend is developing where willing teens dress older and take advantage of 
the need to wear masks to appear that they are at a legal drinking age. 
Feature cited Tik Tok video clips of teens brandishing fake IDs while 
securing alcohol.



October 07-COVID Fear-School is in session with new challenges in the 
COVID Climate. Feature cited an example of a teacher watching an 
elementary student, filled with jitters, arriving wide-eyed and fearful, being 
greeted by a teacher wearing a mask. Students, teachers, and administrators 
are navigating all kinds of challenges and changes. Feature also highlighted 
the role of faith to counter the tendency to complain.

November 05-A concerning aspect of Online Learning. Feature expressed a 
rise of cheating and academic dishonesty as students engage with learning 
online during COVID-19. As they sit in the privacy of their homes, students 
involved in this activity are able to switch between on screen windows to 
look up test answers. Kids also message and text each other in order to get 
answers. Parents were advised to monitor and proctor kids to make sure they 
are not taking the easy and dishonest way out. Encourage honesty. 

December 30-Fashion Conscience-COVID-19 has created a market for face 
masks. Stores and Online Vendors are marketing all kinds of fashionable 
face masks that feature an endless amounts of fabric patterns and branded 
statements. 

E. Character Qualities and Money Decisions:

 MoneyWiseMinute-1-minute daily program (Monday – Friday at 6:20 p.m.) 

Series focused on how character qualities prompt financial decisions of 
investing, giving, and making amends. Examples of character qualities 
include the following:

Patience-Lack of patience is primary reason for debt. We are often not 
willing to wait for purchases like cars, vacations, and dining out until we 
have saved the cash for the purchase. Impulsiveness can lead to debt, where 
the piece of plastic is perceived as a friend until it turns on us in the form of 
debt. Feature suggested learning to say “no” when money is not available 
and waiting for the right time. (Aired October 13)



Benevolence-Feature highlighted qualities necessary for a benevolence 
committee-Giving (generous spirit), Discernment (knowing which needs are 
real) Administration (someone to keep track of where the funds are going) 
Encouragement (knowing someone who cares). (Aired October 14)

Honesty-How we handle finances is a measure of our character. Dishonesty 
causes loss of respect and trust, while honesty builds respect and trust. 
Honesty is an important quality for such matters as filing taxes, expense 
reports, and business negotiations. (Aired October 21)

Restitution-When cheating or dishonesty has been committed, the way to 
win back trust and confidence is through restitution-making things right and 
paying back what we got through dishonest gain.  (Aired October 27) 

Generosity-Feature encouraged generous tipping of restaurant servers. 
Standard Tips were 15% for good service, 10% for less than adequate, and 
20% for above par service.  (Aired November 06)

Self-Control-Effective quality for staying out of debt. Debt is like clutter. 
Impulse purchases or big purchases lead to debt. A budget is use of self-
control to declutter finances.  (Aired December 07)

F. Poverty:

Morning Show-2 Seconds Or Less-Interview with Kristy Heinbach. Name of 
the organization was caused by statistics stating that every 2 seconds 
someone in the world dies of hunger-related causes. It also takes 2 seconds 
for each person to decide if they want to help change the world. Kristy 
explained the work of 2 Seconds Or Less is to equip leaders to fight for 
equity in their communities and around the world starting with food security 
issues. The organization reaches out to women in Zimbabwe where they 
benefit from entrepreneurial training and small business support. Hundreds 
of women have submitted applications for projects they are starting. As the 
women’s needs are met, their children benefit. 



(Conversation took place on the morning of November 12 at 7:04 a.m. It was 
4 minutes in length.)

Morning Show-Water Street-Interview with Executive Director Jack 
Crowley. He talked about the challenges of COVID-19 on their ministry 
services. The organization adjusted almost every service including food 
distribution to families to make it a no-touch process, switching youth 
ministry at Teen Haven to virtual and small group events, and making 
changes to the Early Learning Center for 4 and 5 year-olds to protect from 
the virus. There were also precautions in place for residents.

The impact of COVID on homeless was discussed. At first, homelessness 
did not rise very much because of the moratorium on evictions. But more 
recently, numbers have been rising. Some guests left the shelter because they 
had difficulty with the restrictions in place at Water Street, but more recently, 
they have returned.

Jack Crowley expressed much gratitude for the community support of their 
outreach to provide services for those in need in 2020.

(Conversation took place the morning of December 24 at 7:02 a..m.. It was 7 
minutes in length.)

 

 



 

 

 

 

   


